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Abstract: 
In this paper it is argued that unemployment is more related to waiting than to searching. In 
particular we focus on a congestion externality that employers and searchers place on the other 
searchers. This externality arises because the expected waiting time of unemployment increases with 
the amount of searchers relative to the amount of open jobs and the time employers need to screen the 
applicants. We have modeled the labor market as a Jackson queuing network which enabled us to 
make a distinction between the time a worker spends searching and the time he spends "waiting". 
Within this framework we were able to derxve analytical solutions for steady state unemployment and 
average waiting time. In the model, unemployed workers can only partly influence the duration of 
unemployment. Because of this, the resulting equilibrium is unlikely to be efficiënt. In equilibrium 
workers may decide not to participate although their reservation wage can be lower than the social 
marginal product. We also give a rational explanation for the discouraged worker effect. In severe 
recessions when many persons start searching, expected unemployment duration will increase and 
hence the expected benefits of entering the labor market will decrease. 
The author franks F.A.G. den Butter for useful comments and E. Brouwer for drawing the figures. 

Introduction 
In the Standard literature of job search theory, a representative worker samples wage offers sequentially 
and decides on the basis of the sample obtained whether or not to continue searching, see e.g Lucas 
and Prescott (1974). Those models often ignore externalities that arise when many persons search at 
the same time. One type of such an externality is described in Diamond (1982 b). Diamond shows that 
an increase in the number of potential trading partners increases the probability of a successfül match. 
Other externalities are related to congestion effects in the search process, see for example Tobin 
(1972). The probability for an unemployed individual to find a job is likely to be lower, the larger the 
stock of unemployed, is the basic message. This type of externality does not differ in its origin 
significantly from the type of externality that the seller of any good imposes on other sellers1. Other 
extensions of this idea can be found in Diamond (1981) where a worker can generate a negative 
externality if he reduces his reservation wage to fill a vacancy. This action reduces the stock of 
vacancies and hence the probability for other searches to find a job. This type of externality depends 
crucially on the assumption that the number of jobs is fixed. Another type of externality arises when 
productivity is match specific and revealed when a worker and a vacancy are matched. The meeting 
firm and worker are not likely to take into account the effect of their choices on other firms and 
workers still searching, this may lead to socially inefficiënt outcomes, see Diamond (1982:a), 
Mortenson (1982) and Pissarides (1990). If wages are determined by the outcome of a bilateral 
bargaining game, a match will only take place if the wage is within the interval determined by the 
reservation wage of the worker and the maximum wage the worker wants to pay. If there is a surplus, 
it is assumed that this surplus is shared between worker and employer. If the employer's share is high, 
this implies that the private return to a match is lower than the social return (marginal product) of a 
match. In the Standard stopping model of search unemployment there will be too few searchers. But if 
the worker share is high, unemployment may well be above the social optimum because the private 
return to search effort is lower than the marginal product of the match. A higher worker share of the 
match reduces the number of jobs and it raises the expected wages. Pissarides (1990) shows that if the 
surplus of a match is shared in a way that maximizes the expected returns of the unemployed, the 
outcome is socially efficiënt. This outcome can be reached under a centralized bargaining system. 
In this paper, we will focus on a different but related type of (congestion) externality. Given the fact 
that the application process takes some time, because for example application letters have to be read or 
interviews have to be taken, an increase in the number of searchers will influence the average waiting 
time of the other searchers and will indirectly lower the hazard rate out of unemployment. Moreover, 
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employers who let applicants wait before inviting them for an interview do not intemalize the Costs of 
the waiting applicant. An increase in the expected "waiting time" and a decrease of the hazard rate will 
lower the expected returns on search, hence the number of searchers will be lower than the social 
optimum. 
In the model, three groups are distinguished; unemployed workers, employed workers and non partici-
pants. Every unit of time, people "flow", from one group to another. We will analyze those flows 
within a queuing framework. The advantage of this approach is that we can take a lot of factors into 
account that are important to explain the existence of unemployment for a relatively low price in terms 
of increasing complexity. The strategy that will be foliowed is not to derive all ideas from "first 
principles" but rather to refer to the existing literature in which those ideas have been derived 
rigorously. 
We will distinguish two obstacles that the unemployed have to take before they become employed. 
The first one is caused by the time the unemployed worker spends on searching for vacancies and 
waiting to get invited for an interview, the second one is determined by the application process 
(interviews and waiting till the employer has made his decision). The more people there are in the 
system, the longer the average waiting time will be2. Thus the entrance of one worker will increase 
the waiting time of other workers. We will also take into account that people who are unemployed for 
a longer period of time loose human capital and become discouraged, because of that they face a lower 
probability of finding a successfiil match and devote fewer resources to search. This "persistence" of 
unemployment is what we observe in many European Countries. In addition we will assume, following 
Darby et al. (1985) that (older) workers with a lot of firm specific capital need to spend a longer time 
searching to find a successfiil. match, once they have become unemployed. Another stylized fact of 
labor markets is that, especially in the U.S., the search behavior of young workers is characterized by 
short employment spells (job hopping). This aspect is taken into account by assuming that alter a 
match has taken place, both employer and worker need to spend some time to learn about the real 
quality of the match. After that, a decision is made whether to continue the relationship or to separate. 
Separated workers have to start the search process again. 
The distinction between voluntary and involuntary unemployment is not very relevant here. In this 
model people can speed up their search process by accepting a lower wage. On the other hand, the 
duration of the application process is determined by the employers and there is also some time 
involved between the moment of application and the moment the worker knows whether he will be 
2
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invited for an interview or not. In this sense, the duration of unemployment is out of control of the 
unemployed worker. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 1, the model with its assumptions will be presented. 
In section 2, the number of unemployed in the steady state will be derived as a function of the 
parameters of the model. We will show how expected unemployment duration infiuences wages in 
section 3. Finally in section 4 we will investigate whether the resulting search equilibrium is likely to 
be efficiënt. 
1. The Model 
As mentioned before, in most labor market models the flows between unemployment and employment 
are induced by the desire to search. But as Blanchard and Diamond (1992) argue, endogenous search, 
while surely present, is not of the essence. What is of the essence is that there is an endogenous delay 
in finding another job. This is an important aspect to take into account when it comes to the 
determination of unemployment and wages. 
In the model below we will take into account that unemployed workers spend most of their time 
"waiting" instead of searching. In this section we will analyze the factors that influence this delay in 
finding a job. 
The assumptions 
We will assume that both badly matched employed and unemployed workers are looking for jobs. 
Employers are assumed to search sequentially and workers are assumed to search non-sequentially3. 
Job creation and job destruction continuously take place and follow a Poisson process. 
Once a match between worker and employer has been made, worker and employer only gradually 
learn about the quality of the match4. We will denote © to be the true value of the match (consisting 
of the wage and all other utility that the job offers). Both worker and firm initially observe a noisy 
version of this parameter, equal to w=©+e, where e is a random noise that is uncorrelated with ©. The 
3
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firm will offer to pay the worker E(© | ©+E). The worker can either accept or reject this offer. If he 
rejects it, he will remain searching. After the contact has been made, firm and worker will spend some 
time learning about the true value of w. After this learning period, they decide whether to continue the 
relationship or not. We will abstract here from the possibility of renegotiating the labor contract after 
new information becomes available, as for example in MacLeod and Malcomson (1993). 
The road to employment is not a smooth one. The fïrst obstacle (node 1) is caused by the fact that the 
process of looking for a suitable job takes time. One has to read newspapers to look for vacancies, go 
to the labor office, balance the offered wage and the reservation wage against each other, write 
application letters, wait till one gets invited for an interview etc. Every unit of time, only a limited 
amount of workers will leave this fïrst node, since it takes time for companies to handle all the 
applications. If ui is the amount of workers that has been screened and leave the first node, then a 
queue will be formed if in a certain time interval the arrival rate exceeds ui. Thus the total waiting 
time can be divided in screening time (the time that a worker actually spends searching plus the time 
the empioyer spends on screening the applicant) and the time spent in the queue (the external effect of 
other searchers). 
We will call the time spent at the first node, search time, although as mentioned before, most of the 
time is spent waiting and not searching. It will be assumed that ui follows a negative exponential dis-
tribution and that ui is a function of the wage w and the number of vacancies, v5. 
b{t) = ule-"1 ' W 
Where b(t) is search time and ui = ul(w,v) with dul/dw > 0 and dul/dv > 0. 
ulw is positive because if the wage is high, the proportion of jobs for which the wage exceeds the 
reservation wage, is larger6. ulv is positive because the more vacancies there are the faster one can 
find a suitable vacancy. 
We will assume that firms invite a fixed proportion of applicants for an interview, we will call this 
proportion, p. Thus, after the unemployed worker has decided to which jobs he wants to apply, he 
faces a probability p that he is invited into the application process and a probability (1-p) that he is 
rejected. If he is rejected, he will flow back into the pool of unemployed, we will take into account 
that search intensity decreases with the duration of unemployment and also that the long term 
5
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unemployed face lower probabilities to be invited for an interview. Reasons for this may be deprecia-
tion of human capital or being unemployed for a longer period is a negative signal towards the 
employer. We model this by introducing an extra node to which the workers flow after they have been 
rejected. Of course the model can be extended with n extra nodes, each with a lower escape probabil-
ity, where workers who have been rejected i times, would flow to pool i, this would add however 
little to our insight of the matching process. As we will see, one important implication of this model is 
that small shocks that increase the number of unemployed can have strong and long lasting effects on 
future unemployment. 
Once a worker is accepted to enter the application process, he will face a second obstacle (node 2). 
This obstacle is mainly determined by the firm and depends on items as selection time, the number of 
interviews the firm takes for a vacancy and the total amount of vacancies, v. We will assume again 
that the application time is exponentially distributed with average waiting time l/u2. If the arrival rate 
at node two, exceeds u2, again a queue will be formed. 
a(t) = n2e-"2' (2> 
Where a(t) is application time and u2 is a ranction of the number of vacancies, v. du2/dv is positive 
because an unfilled vacancy is costly (see Pissarides, 1990): So firms will speed up their selection 
process, the more vacancies they have got. In reality, u2 will vary between sectors and jobs, we will 
abstract from that here. 
After the application process, the worker has got a probability r of getting an offer to enter the pool of 
employed and a probability of (1-r) to be rejected and forced to go back to the pool of unemployed, 
where he must start the whole process again (this time with a lower escape probability and longer 
waiting time), r can be considered to be the probability of a match after a contact is made between a 
worker and an employer. 
Lindeboom et al. (1993) have estimated this probability for the Netherlands. They used a logit 
specification and studied the effects of education, occupation and region on the conditional match 
probability. For employed males, the conditional matching probability turned to be the highest, 15.4%. 
This is about two times as high as for unemployed males. The way the contact probability is modelled, 
differs however remarkably from the approach used in this paper. They foliowed the Blanchard and 
Diamond (1989) approach, using a Cobb-Douglas specification. 
C = XiU*V* (3) 
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A, is the contact probability and C is the number of contacts that have been made. 
The conditional match probability, r, can be considered to be the result of the job offer probability and 
the acceptance probability. Lindeboom et al. used information on reservation wages, to calculate the 
acceptance probability, for employed male workers, they found an acceptance probability of 50%, so 
the job offer probability is 30%. 
We will furthermore assume, following Darby, Haltiwanger and Plant (1985), that there are two types 
of employed workers. The first group consists of those workers who have just entered and have not 
built up any firm-specifïc human capital yet, this group consists of mostly young workers who are in 
the process of job shopping and individuals employed in sectors that involve low accumulation of firm 
specific capital, we will call this group El. This group is characterized by high rates of entry into 
unemployment and are able to find a job relatively fast. Especially in the U.S., this group forms a 
large fraction of total unemployment. The second group consists of workers with a high degree of 
firm-specifïc capital, who only in severe recessions can become unemployed (E2) but once they have 
become unemployed they spend a long time searching. In addition it will be assumed that every unit 
of time, a number of jobs becomes unproductive. The rate at which jobs become unproductive will be 
considered to be a Poisson stream with rate T2. 
T2 = T2(C,W) Z2C < 0, x2w > 0 (4) 
Where c is a business cycle or aggregate demand parameter. 
A number of authors, e.g. Blanchard and Diamond (1990), Davis and Haltiwanger (1990) have studied 
the cyclical behavior of jobs and worker flows. Surprisingly it turns out that job creation is not very 
pro-cyclical, while as we would expect, the rate of job destruction is strongly counter cyclical. At first, 
this result might seem somewhat counter intuitive, because if job creation is associated with new firms 
entering an existing market, one would expect the opposite. Since new firms have to cover average 
costs while existing firms only have to cover marginal costs. A possible explanation is that the timing 
of job destruction is endogenous and takes place in recessions. Firms will reallocate labor in recessions 
which are periods of low productivity. This is consistent with evidence from the United States 
manufacturing data which show that the proportion of job destruction, due to plant closings decreases 
in recessions. Firms just want to reallocate labor and don't want to go bankrupt. Blanchard and 
Diamond (1990) suggest that not bankruptcy but the threat for bankruptcy is the reason for the high 
rates of job destruction during recessions. They argue that in good times slack (x-inefficiency) enters 
the operation of firms and that in recessions when there is the threat of bankruptcy, the slack is 
squeezed out. In terms of equation (4), this means that x2c, will be negative. 
T2© will be positive, since the higher wages are, the greater will be the proportion of jobs that are 
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unprofitable, see also Broersma (1994). This is one of the external effects that individual wage 
bargaining can have on equilibrium unemployment. In what follows we will assume that the effect of 
© on x2 is the same as the effect of w (the biased wage) on T2. 
In our framework, (El), consists of the workers who have just entered employment and who flow in 
with a rate that equals r times the arrival rate of node 2. If the match is successful (with probability, 
s), the worker flows from El to E2 and starts to build up firm specific human capital. The probability 
that the true value of the match © turns out to be too low for one of the parties is thus equal to (1-s). 
The rate at which workers flow out of El is again assumed to be exponential, with rate u4. We will 
not explicitly model employed job searchers but it is easy to see that search by employed will increase 
congestion. 
People are unemployed if they are not working and are looking for a job. If L is the number of people 
in the system, who are either waiting or who are in the search or the application process, then the 
number of unemployed equals: U = L - El 
Figure 1 The matching process in terms ofa Jackson Network 
NP 
•^©r-^©-^ E1 
Figure 1 shows us the interactions between all flows. Every worker that joins a queue increases the 
average waiting time of the others. We see that all non participants who start searching flow to node 1. 
We will assume that this flow follows a Poisson process, with parameter i l . The probability function 
for exactly n arrivals in period t is: 
M *Ke-*» 
n\ 
(5) 
where, t l = xl(w,v) 
With dlx / dw > 0, dlT / dv > 0 
The more vacancies there are and the higher the wage, the more people will start looking for work. If 
more people flow to nodes 1 and 2, the queue length and the waiting time will increase and the 
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duration of unemployment will also increase. The direct effect of wages on vacancies will be ignored. 
In the next section we will calculate the steady state properties of the system. 
2 Steady State properties 
The system as represented in figure 1 can be considered to be a Jackson Network, (see Jackson, 1957). 
This is so, because the following assumptions are met: The external streams are Poisson distributed, 
the search time and the application time are exponential distributed, there are fïxed transition probabil-
ities to reach one of the other nodes and there is unlimited waiting space. Jackson Networks are a 
special class of Markovian queuing networks for which the steady state7 queue length can be found 
relatively easy. 
To fïnd the steady state values of the model, we first have to find the rates a l , cc2 and cc3 at which 
arrivals occur at each of the three nodes. At any moment in time, the state of this waiting line process 
is completely described by the number of people in the system. Let Pn be the probability that there are 
n people in the system in the steady state. Because we have a Poisson input of unemployed workers 
and a negative exponential search and application time, the probabilities that an arrival occurs or an 
application process is completed in an interval of time h, do not depend on the history of the system 
before the start of the interval. In this sense the system is Markovian. In the steady state, the 
probability of finding the system in the various states, will be the same at two randomly chosen 
moments in time, separated by a short interval of time h. This requires that, for each state, the 
probability of being in that state and leaving it during an interval of time h, has to be equal to the 
probability of being in other states and entering that state during h. 
We can now calculate the rates •al, a2, a3 and a4 at which arrivals occur at each of the nodes (El 
can be interpreted as node 4). 
ial) ( 
«2 
cc3 
= 
M, l 
The steady state is the most interesting case to study because if the average inflow into the system would exceed the 
average outflow, queues would go to infmity whereas if average outflow exceeds the average inflow, queue length will go to 
zero. In section 4 we will derive the wage rate that will bring the economy in the steady state. 
O U 
p 0 q 0 
(1-p) d-r) (l-<7) 0 
a l 
a2 
a3 
«4 
(6) 
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This gives the following solutions for a l , a2 and a3. 
ttl_Tl+(l-s)T2 (7) 
a2 = T ! + T 2 
rs 
(8) 
a3_(l-rp)ïU(l-rpa-s))ï2 
rqs 
(9) 
a4 = T 1 + T 2 (10) 
The steady state solution procedure will be illustrated with the solution for a simple M | M11 system 
(Markovian waiting line model with one service station). For each node it will hold that in the steady 
state, the inflow is equal to the outflow, see figure 2. 
iih |th |xh jih 
ah ah ah ah ah 
2 Transition diagram for M | M11 Figure 
Let P(k) be: Prob.(k units in the system). The probability of being in state 1 (there is one person in the 
system) and leaving it, has to be equal to the probability of being in state 0 or state 2 and flowing into 
state 1. Hence, PI ah + PI uh = PO ah + P2 uh. 
If h is a very small interval of time, the following relations will hold in the steady state: 
P0ah = Pluh 
Plah + Pluh = POah + P2uh 
Pn ah + Pn uh = Pn-1 ah + Pn+1 uh 
We can solve this system recursively, this gives: 
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pn = (-)"P0 ( » ) 
Taking into account that: 
E ( - ) ^ o = l - ^ o = ( l - - ) ( 1 2 ) 
So: 
P = (-^"(1--) (13) 
A Jackson Network has got the special property that: whenever an equilibrium condition exists, each 
node in the network behaves as ifit were an independent M/M/s queue with Poisson input. Thus: 
P(kl, k2,...kn)= P(kl) P(k2) P(k3)... P(kn) (14) 
Where P(kl, k2, k3) is the probability to fmd kl unemployed at node 1, k2 unemployed at node 2, k3 
unemployed at node 3 and k4 employed workers at node 48. 
For a proof of this, see Jackson (1957). 
From (7-10), (13) and (14), it follows that: 
" \ »ls A Hl* ) \ \i2rs A u2ra ) 
L (1 -pr)x 1 +(1 -pr(l -S))T2 Y (1 -pr)x 1 +(1 -prQ. -s))x2^
 ( 1 J ) 
{ tfrqs A H 3 r ^ ) 
xUx2Vxl+x2\k* 
u4s A H^ 
Provided that: 
T ! + ( 1 - 5 ) T 2 < M A T l l ^ < t i 2 A ( l -pr)Tl+( l -Ml-5)) t2< t i 3 A t l ^ t 2 < ( i 4 ( l f i ) 
s rs rqs s 
Economically those restrictions mean that the amount of new workers who flow to the different nodes 
does not exceed the rate at which people leave the different nodes. 
8
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If condition (16) is not met, no steady state will exists and the number of people in the system (the 
unemployed) will go to infinity. 
The joint steady state queue line distribution is given by (15). It gives the probability that (kl+k3) 
people are in the search process and k2 people are in the application process and k4 people employed, 
but searching. Of course we are most interested in the total number of unemployed in the steady state 
equilibrium. 
The average number of units in the system for a simple M | M11 model (Markovian waiting line 
model with one service station) is: 
^È"VÊ»(-)na-£) (17) 
=(l_iL) «.£„(£)"-! =_ü_ (18) 
H Hn»i H j _ £ 
SL 
«e oo 
Since T V - ) " " 1 is the derivative of £ ( - ) " = —^~ 
B-l V- n^ ï V- J . ü 
For our model this means that: 
L -Tn(l T 1 4 - ( 1 - ^ 2 Y T 1 H 1 - ^ ) T 2 ' \ ' '
 + A .L Tl+T2YTl-t-T2V 
+ y ff i (* -prW*(X - M l -J))t2 V (1 ~prY 1 +U - M l -J))t2V 
p i \ \i3rqs A tfrqs j 
+ f/fi-il^Yxi^y (19) 
This is simply the sum of workers "waiting" at the different nodes. Simplifying yields: 
,
 = tl+(l-j)t2 + T!+T2 
H1S-T1-(1-S)-C2 n2ra-Tl-x2 n&) 
+ (.l-pr)xl+(l-pijl-s))x2
 + T!+T2 
\i3rqs-(l -pr)x 1 -(1 -pr(l -s))x2 U4S-T 1 -x2 
equation (20) shows us the number of workers in the system in the steady state. Since U = (L - El) it 
follows that the total number of unemployed in the system can be represented by: 
11 
JJ _ T1(W,V)+(1-,S)T2(C>W) + T!(>V,V)+T2(C,W) 
p. l(yv,v)s-xl -(1 -S)T2(C,W) n2(v)rs-T 1(M>,V) -T2(C,W) 
(21) 
+ (1 -pr)xl(w,v)+g -pril s))x2(c,w)
 + 
n3(w,v)r^-(l-pr)tl(H')v)-(l-/>r(l-s))T2(c,H') 
Thus the number of unemployed workers in the system is equal to the total number of workers, who 
are looking for a job, minus the employed workers. 
The average duration of unemployment in the steady state is: 
D = — L _ + — 1 — + 1— (22) 
Which is equal to: 
u l - a l n2 -a2 u3-a3 
D= s - rs 
J I1S-T1- (1 - ,S )T2 \i2rs-x\-x2 (23) 
rqs 
\i3rqs-(l -pr)x 1 -(1 -pr(l s))x2 
An individual worker can only influence (il, the time to find and apply for a suitable vacancy. \i2 and 
u3 and the transition probabilities are totally determined by the other workers and the employers. As 
we will see in the next section, expected unemployment duration will influence the decision to enter 
the labormarket. 
Now some comparative staties for unemployment will be presented. It is useful to defme the foUowing 
expressions fïrst. 
Al = T1+(1 -S )T2 (>0) 
A2 = \ils-xl-(l-s)x2 (>0 by eq. 16) 
A3 = T 1 + T 2 (>'0) 
A4 = ji2ra-Tl-T2(>0 by eq ) 
A5 = (l-pr)xl+a-pr(ls)x2 (>0) (24> 
A6 = ]i3rqs-(.l-pr)xl-(l-pr(l-s))x2 (>0 by eq. 16) 
Al + A2 = u ls (>0) 
A3 + A4 = \i2s (>0) 
A5 + A6 = \i3rqs (>0) 
The effect of a change in wages on unemployment is given by: 
dU _ s(\ii(xlwHls)x2v)-\ilJ \i2s(xlw+x2w) 
W ' (A2)2 (A4)2 +
 ( 2 5 ) 
rg5(u3(l -/>r)(tlw^r5T2M)-(A5)u3J 
(A6)2 
The sign depends on four positive terms and one negative term and is thus ambiguous. An increase in 
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the wage level will increase the inflow from the non-participants into unemployment and will increase 
the rate of job destruction, but it will also increase the search intensity (which reduces unemployment). 
The effect of vacancies on steady state unemployment is: 
du
 = S^KTIXADUIJ | s(u2(Tg-(A3)ru2.) + rqS(q-pr)\i3xlv-ix3v(A5)) 
dV (A2)2 + (A4)2 (n6)2 
(26) 
An increase of vacancies leads to an increase of the inflow into unemployment but also to an increase 
of the number of unemployed workers who leave the search and application process (which reduces 
unemployment). The total sign is again ambiguous. It is however not very plausible that an increase in 
the vacancy rate will lead to more net inflow into unemployment. So an increase of vacancies will 
probably reduce unemployment. 
The business cycle effect on unemployment is: 
dU S(1-S)H1T2C S^2X2C rqs\i3(l-pr(l-s))x2c 
— = 1 + - + 1 (zi) 
de (A2)2 (A4)2 (A6)2 
An increase of economie activity decreases the amount of unproductive jobs (dt2/dc < 0) and will 
lower unemployment. 
An important policy issue in the Netherlands is whether an increase of participation, increases 
employment. The effects are given below: 
dU _ s\il S\L2
 t Q.-pr)(rqs)\i3 
A l " (A2)2 + (A4)2 + (A6)2
 ( 2 8 ) 
*L = ^
 (,rj) 
dx\ (U45-T1-T2)2 
An increase in the inflow into unemployment or of participation, leads to a higher level of unemploy-
ment but also to a higher level of employment. 
It is also interesting to see the effect of participation on average unemployment duration. 
dD s . rs 
d*l (uls-xl-(l-5)x2)2 (n2rs-Tl-t2)2
 (29) 
+ ^ 
(\i3rqs-(l -pr)x 1 -(1 -pr{\ S))T2)2 
This effect is positive. 
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ÓV-1 (30) 
^ - - (,0) du2 
An increase of the rates at which people leave the search and application processes will lead to lower 
unemployment. 
3 The Determination of the wage in the steady state 
In this section we will calculate the money wage that is consistent with steady state equilibrium. Our 
main goal is to show how unemployment duration will affect the wage and the decision to enter the 
laborforce. To keep things as simple as possible, we will make a number of additional simplifying 
assumptions. Firstly we will make no difference between non participants and unemployed workers. In 
that case we can assume xl to be equal to 0. In the steady state, employment inflow and outflow are 
equal to each other. We will assume that this flow is equal to a fraction X of E, in our model this is 
T2 /s. Ultimately we are interested in the efficiency of the market equilibrium. We do this by 
comparing the expected life time earnings of an entrant on the labor market with the (social) marginal 
product of that worker. Diamond (1982), Mortenson (1989) and Pissarides (1990) have taken similar 
approaches but neither has taken the effects of expected unemployment duration on expected life time 
earnings explicitly into account. In the previous section, we showed that unemployment duration is for 
the largest part out of control of the worker, but it will influence the expected benefits of entering the 
labormarket. In the next section, the expected benefits of entering the labormarket as a function of 
expected unemployment duration will be derived. 
The average worker has got a probability of XE/U of finding a job. Similarly, the probability for an 
employed worker to loose his job is equal to X. We will assume that the expected duration of a job is 
exogenous and equal to Dl and that the expected duration of unemployment is equal to D2, given by 
equation (23). The expected unemployment duration depends on the number of employed and 
unemployed searchers and on the transition probabilities. We will assume that in total, there are J jobs, 
F filled jobs and V vacant jobs. The number of filled jobs is equal to the number of employed 
workers, thus the following relationship holds: N - U = E = F = J -V . A filled vacancy is assumed to 
produce output y each period. Since we are in the steady state, the future path of the economy will not 
be discounted. 
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Wage Bargaining 
Once the worker and firm have come together they will evenly share the surplus that results from the 
match. As a result, the wage will be between the wage that makes the worker indifferent between 
working and further searching and the wage that makes the firm indifferent between filling the 
vacancy or wait for the next applicant. The expected duration of unemployment and employment 
influences those bounds. We can now write down the expected benefits for a worker to be unem-
ployed or employed and for a firm to have a filled job or a vacancy. An employed worker earns wage 
w for a period Dl and has got a probability X of getting unemployed for a period D2, and loose 
wealth (WE-Wu). So the expected benefits of being employed are given by: 
WE = Dlw - D2A. [WE - WJ (31) 
To discount future profits, we should interpret Dl and D2 as: 
D. = Je"" (32) 
j = h 
For an unemployed worker, the expected benefits are equal to the money value of being unemployed, 
b plus the probability of getting employed times expected employment duration times the expected 
wealth change resulting from this transition: 
Wy = bD2 + DUE/U [WE - WH] (33) 
For firms, the expected value of a vacant job is equal to the probability that the vacancy is filled, 
times the expected duration that the vacancy is filled times the change in wealth resulting from filling 
the vacancy minus the fixed costs c of holding a vacancy. 
Wv = Dl XE/V [WF - Wv] - c (34) 
The value of a filled job is equal to the difference between the output per worker minus the wage 
multiplied by the expected duration of the job, and the probability that the job closes times the 
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difference in wealth of an open and a closed job9. 
WF = Dl (y - w) - D2X{WF - Wv] (35) 
Solving this system gives us the equilibrium wage: 
DlD2b V -1 +D2 2b+yDlD2 *yDl 2EU -' +c(D2 +D1EU -')
 ( 3 6 ) 
Dl(2D2*Dl(EU-l+VE-1) 
From this wage we can see directly that higher benefits have a positive impact on wages because it 
strengthens the bargaining position of workers: 
D2[D1—+D2\ 
ÈL = V > 0 (37) 
db
 D1[2D2+D1(E+-)] 
To keep things as simple as possible we will assume b and c to be zero in what follows. Hence: 
(D2+DlE)y 
w = V- (38) 
2D2+D1(E.+E) 
U V 
When U and V are equal, the wage becomes equal to: 1/2 y. Both fïrms and workers receive an equal 
share of the wage surplus. When there are more unemployed workers than vacancies, the wage share 
of the surplus will be smaller than 1/2 because the bargaining power of the unemployed is reduced. 
Similarly, when there are more vacancies than unemployed workers, the wage share is larger than 1/2 
y-
4 The efficiency of search equilibrium 
To find out whether search equilibrium is efficiënt, we will follow the same strategy as Diamond 
(1982): First we will derive the expected benefits of searching, Wu. We will compare those with the 
social marginal product of a new worker. It will turn out that those are in general not equal. 
To keep things as simple as possible, we will assume now that both workers and employers receive 
half of the surplus, since the sharing rule always involves some arbitrariness, this is acceptable. We 
9
 A natural assumption, is that in equilibrium all profit opportunities from new jobs are exploited, this means that the value 
of holding a vacancy (Wv) is zero in equilibrium). Hence from eq (34) and (35) it follows that in equilibrium, V = Dl2 (y-w)XE 
/ (1+D2X) 
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will just keep in mind that when there are more unemployed than vacancies, w is likely to be higher 
than l/2y. For different sharing rules see Diamond (1982) Mortenson (1982) and Pissarides (1990). 
From (31) and (33) and (38) it follows that the expected benefits of entering the labor market are: 
EyDl2 W„ 
2[U(X-]+D2)+DlE] (39) 
Now we will calculate the social marginal product of a new worker. We therefore have to describe 
how the economy moves out of steady state. This is necessary because the addition of an additional 
worker by itself implies a movement out of steady state. 
If employment inflow is determined by an aggregate matching function g(U,V)=g(N-E,J-E) I0 with: 
-gE=(gN+gj) and employment outflow is equal to XE. 
Then from any starting point, the path of W (the present discounted value of aggregated output) and E 
can be described by the following equations: 
W = [e-r'Ety dt [ " 
€. = g(U,V) - XU <40> 
E0=E 
From this system we can derive the marginal product of a worker as11: 
dW
 = y 
~dN 7 
Su 
r+X+gy+gy 
(41) 
If we substitute g=AE in equation (39), we see that the expected rewards to search are equal to: 
W = L 
LDI* 
u 
1+D2X+M.D1 
U 
(42) 
In the simplifying case of a constant elasticity to scale matching function (Ugu + Vgv = g), 
10
 In the steady state g(U,V)=XE=T2/s 
11
 For a proof, see the appendix 2. 
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equation (42) becomes: 
ü
 2 \+D2+(gu+Lgv)Dl 
(43) 
If we compare the social marginal benefits to search with the private rewards to search it appears that 
the social benefits are more likely to exceed the private rewards to search, the longer expected 
unemployment duration, D2 is. This gives us a rational explanation for the discouraged worker effect. 
From (23) it follows that unemployment duration increases with the number of employed and 
unemployed searchers and the search intensity of those workers. A rational worker will only enter the 
labormarket if he expects to gain from it. As the number of other searchers increases, it becomes 
rational for him not to enter the labor market, while it is still possible that he is willing to accept a 
wage equal to his marginal product. 
The Diamond (1982) and Mortenson (1982) type of extemality caused by the fact that wages are 
always smaller than the match specific productivity (if employers receive a non-zero share of the 
match) is also captured in equations (41) and (43). If gv > V/U gv, then the social marginal product of 
a worker is more likely to exceed the private expected earnings of a new entrant. In other words there 
are too few searchers in equilibrium. 
Final Remarks 
This paper focused on a particuiar type of congestion extemality namely one in which an increase of 
the search intensity of one person, increases the average waiting time of the others and hence reduces 
the expected benefits of search. In many papers, unemployment is considered to be the same as 
enjoying leisure. But someone who is actively searching is much more restricted in his (leisure 
activities) than is someone who is not actively searching, because he has to be available for an 
interview any time. There is many micro-evidence e.g. Moylan et al. (1982) that unemployment is 
indeed more associated with "waiting" than with "searching", most unemployed workers do not spend 
more than five hours a week on search activities. Still economists have paid little attention to the 
"waiting costs" of unemployment. In this paper I have described a queuing model in which unemploy-
ment duration is for a large part out of control of the worker and in the hands of other searchers and 
employers. The advantage of this approach is that many useful ideas in the field of labor economics 
could at very low costs be combined in one model. Examples of issues that we took into account are: 
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"learning about the true value of a match", hysteresis through loss of skill and discouraged worker 
effects and the asymmetrie effects of the business cycle on employment inflow and outflow. We were 
able to derive analytical solutions for steady state unemployment and average duration as a function of 
the time spent on searching for a suitable vacancy and "waiting" for a reaction of the employer (this 
depends on the number of other searchers and their search intensity), wages, the business cycle, and 
the transition probabilities to flow to a new state. Finally it was shown how expected unemployment 
duration affected the equilibrium wage and the decision to enter the labormarket. When the expected 
waiting time of unemployment is large, the rewards to search and the number of searchers, may 
become lower than the socially optimal amount of searchers. In that case, policymakers should 
stimulate labormarket participation. 
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Appendix 1: Examples 
To get some feeling about the working of the model, some numerical examples will be given in this 
section. In reality, search strategies and escape probabilities will probably differ remarkably between 
sectors and types of labor. For low schooled workers, the search and application time will probably be 
very short. For high schooled labor, search and application time will be longer and they will probably 
not search sequentially. In this model we did not take this into account. Nevertheless it will be 
instructive to see how steady state unemployment varies with the parameters in the model. 
First it is necessary to find out what the critical values (given by (16)) for ui, u2, JJ.3 and u4 are. In 
this example we set xl and T2 equal to their average values (xlOOO) in the Netherlands12, see Gautier 
and Broersma (1994). r (the probability of a match after a contact has been made), is set at 0.15, the 
value found in Lindeboom et al. The values for s (fraction of people who remain at their new job after 
one period), p (probability for a new worker to be invited for an interview) and q (the fraction of long 
term unemployed who make contact with an employer), are set arbitrary at respectively: 0.8, 0.3 and 
0.2. Table 1. shows the "critical" values for the u's. Those values represent the minimum number of 
finished actions (e.g. applications interviews, acceptances, rejections, etc) that is necessary for an 
equilibrium to exist. If those values are not met in the long run, the number of unemployed will go to 
infinity. The most striking result is the extreme high critical value for u3. This value suggests that 
each year more than 21 min people must leave the third node. At first, this may seem ridiculous, but if 
we take a look at figure 1, we see that at node 3, all the long term unemployed and the people with 
high firm-specifïc capital arrive (who need a relatively long time to find a job that is in agreement 
with their capacities). We also see that 80% of the applications of those people is rejected, which 
means that 80% of the people who leave the queue, immediately flow back to the beginning of the 
queue. Another way to look at this high number is to interpret it as 58000 applications a day (or 10 
applications of 5800 people13, if we would allow for non-sequential search by the unemployed) of 
which 20% is being invited for an interview and 80% is rejected directly and has to join the queue 
again. Of course in reality, people apply to different jobs and for each job a queue will be formed 
then. This could be easily modelled with a multiple "server" queuing system. 
T2 is set equal to the average flow from employment to unemployment (70-91) and xl is set equal to the average 
unemployment inflow minus the flow from employment to unemployment 
13
 The more application letters a person writes, the greater the extemal effect (s)he places on the other searchers since each 
letter has to be studied by the employers and if s(he) gets invited to more interviews, this will increase the waiting time of the 
others even more. 
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Table 1. Critical values for /tl../*4. 
critical value 
m 371293 
u2 2810080 
u3 21396811 
u4 658613 
T1=2^5?Ó, xl=i.mï(), p=Ó.S r=Ó.15, s=0.Ü, q=0.2. 
Tables 2,3,4 and 5 show how sensitive the expected stock of unemployment is to changes in ui, u2, 
u3 and u4. For the baseline projection, we will give ul,u2 and u3 high values, respectively:500, 2850, 
21400) so that steady state unemployment is low (2342). As can be seen in table 1, unemployment 
becomes high when ui approaches its critical value. 
Table 2 Expected Unemployment and Average Duration for different values of pi. 
ul=372 ul=375 " ul=400 ul=500 
Expected Unemployment 524189 99540 12328 2278 
Average Duration 1.73 0.58 0.35 0.32 
Table 3 Expected Unemployment and Average Duration for different values of p2 
u2=2811 u2=2815 u2=2850 u2=3000 
Expected Unemployment 2349 2342 2278 1971 
Average Duration 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 
Table 4 Expected Unemployment and Average Duration for different values of p3 
u3=21397 u3=21400 u3=21450 u3=22000 
Expected Unemployment 2280 2279 2267 2146 
Average Duration 5.31 0.32 0.03 0.01 
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Appendix 2 Derivation of equation (41) w 
We will derive a simple expression for the present discounted value of the change in aggregate output 
along the convergent path. As Diamond (1980) shows, taking into account that moving from one 
steady state to another takes time, does not lead to more complicated expressions than assuming that 
the economy adjusts instantaneously to a new steady state. We will assume aggregate output to follow 
the following differential equation: 
Èy = (g(U,V) - AE)y 
Since this equation is independent of time, we can write the solution at time s, Esy as a function of 
(s-t) and a previous value of Ey. If we assume that the differential equation is stable and that in the 
initial situation, the economy is in a steady state, g(U,V) = XE, the present discounted value of E 
satisfïes: 
Wt = {e-^E&y ds m W(Ey) 
The asset value of W can be written as: 
rW = Ey + —(g^N-EJ-Ei-XE) CO 
Differentiating (ii) with respect to N gives: 
dW_
 = SE __ &W + 8W 
r
~dN " ÜN +~dËWS + HË 
Differentiating (ii) with respect to E gives: 
ÈL - ^£ 
dN ' 8N 
(iii) 
r = v + (g-XE) + — - A, 
dE ÖE2 dE[dE 
(iv) 
Since we assumed that at time zero, the economy was in the steady state (g - AE = 0), Evaluating (iv) 
at t=0 makes g=XE and (iv) becomes: 
This proof draws on Diamond (1980) 
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dW 
dE 
r + k dg_ 
dE 
, dg dg 
r + K + + —2. 
dU dV 
Substituting in (iii) gives us: 
dW _ y 
~m " 7 
dg_ 
dU 
dU dV 
which is equal to equation (41). In general terms the marginal product of labor can 
Diamond 1982): 
dW 
df_ 
dN 
dE 
Where f gives the aggregate outcome of the search process. 
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